Don’t know where to start? Let the pathways be your guide! Each program here utilizes skill-building, dialogue, and knowledge teaching, but you may be interested in focusing on one or more of these areas this fall. Check out the example pathways below for ideas!

**Skill-Building Path:** Civil Conversations Facilitator Training • Transforming Conversation Practice Group • Difficult Conversations with Friends and Family

**Experience & Dialogue Path:** Passport Online • Gateway to Religious Communities Session • Transforming Conversation Practice Group

**Knowledge-Building Path:** Art for Change • Models of Early American Spirituality • Gateway to Religious Communities

**A Little Bit of Everything Path:** Passport Online • Models of Early American Spirituality • Difficult Conversations with Friends and Family

**STAY TUNED FOR OUR OCTOBER GATEWAY TO RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES EVENT! DATE AND TIME WILL BE ANNOUNCED SOON**

**STAY TUNED FOR OUR NOVEMBER DIALOGUE: FACE-TO-FACE EVENT! DATE AND TIME WILL BE ANNOUNCED SOON**